Summary: The crew of the USS Pharaoh are on Starbase 321 where repairs are being made.  The crew has been allowed shoreleave for the duration while the command staff meets with their new command Admiral and learn their new fate....

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CMO_Balena says:
::in sickbay by the captain biobed::
OPS_Sanford says:
::Is in his quarters meditating.::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::Taps her combadge heading for the docking ring.:: *OPS* Cmdr Sanford. I’m leaving the ship now to meet with Admiral Dawson. You have the ship. Cmdr Quchant is with me. Make sure the Leave rotations are in full swing.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::standing at the Pharaoh airlock barking orders to Starbase engineers entering the ship to make repairs::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::wearing sweats, jogging through the ship, currently on deck 3::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::Nods to the security officer guarding the docking ring. Walks onto the station.::
OPS_Sanford says:
::Raises his eye eyebrow but without opening his eyes he presses his combadge.::  *ACO*  Acknowledged Commander.
CMO_Balena says:
::gets up out of the chair and walk around the infirmary checking on his other crew members::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@*ADM*: Admiral Dawson, this is Cmdr Santiago. I've entered SB 321. Where would you like to meet?
CMO_Balena says:
<@>
FCO_Hawkes says:
::moving at a quick pace through the narrow corridor, comes up on three technicians talking::  Aloud:  Make a hole!
OPS_Sanford says:
::Sighs softly, feeling a little rested.  He opens his eyes and then stands up.  He grabs his uniform jacket from the top bunk and puts it on.::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::runs past the technicians and continues on::
CEO_Rydyll says:
Starbase EO: I don't care if you are the first born son of the King of your planet.  You break anything on this ship and you will be scrubbing the inside of the waste management area. ::glares::
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@::sitting at her temporary desk reading through the crew reports:: *ACO*: Ahhhh...yes, Commander Santiago.  Please meet me at the adjuncts office.  It's just past the docking ring.
CEO_Rydyll says:
<Starbase EO> CEO: Whatever you say, Lieutenant. ::rolls his eyes and heads to engineering::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@::Stops a moment and looks around:: *ADM*: Ahhh I see it. It will be jus a moment ma'am.
FCO_Hawkes says:
::enters a Jefferies Tube, begins to climb towards deck two::
OPS_Sanford says:
::He heads out of his quarters and towards the turbolift.  Once there, he enters inside.::  Computer:  Bridge.
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
ACTION: The turbo lift jolts to a stop in between decks, stranding OPS.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::marks of the last engineer from the shift change and heads back to Engineering herself::
OPS_Sanford says:
::Takes a deep breath.::  Self:  What are they doing to this ship?  *CEO*:  Sanford to Engineering..  I’m stranded.
CMO_Balena says:
@::rubs his eyes and heads for the infirmary exit::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::enters deck two and continues running::
CEO_Rydyll says:
*OPS*: That doesn't tell me much, Commander.  Where are you and how are you stranded?
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@::Turns the corner and sees the office the Admiral is talking about. Stopping for a moment, she straightens her uniform jacket, smooths back her hair ad checks her breath. Taking a deep breath she opens the door and enters.::
OPS_Sanford says:
*CEO*:  Sorry..  I'm in the turbolift and am stuck between Deck One and Deck Two.
CEO_Rydyll says:
*OPS*: I'm heading to engineering now.  I'll see if it's a power fluctuation I can fix from there.  If not, someone will be up to get you clear soon.
CMO_Balena says:
@::heads for the promenade look for a place to eat::
OPS_Sanford says:
*CEO*:  Thank you.  Sanford out.
FCO_Hawkes says:
::makes it to the other end of deck two, enters another Jefferies Tube and makes the climb to deck one::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@::looks around.:: Adm: Admiral?
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@INFO: The ACO sees an older, small, grey-haired woman sitting at the desk with a pile of PADDs in front of her.  She has a perpetual twinkle in her eye and exudes an air of calmness about her.  As if nothing can go too terribly wrong when she's around.
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@::looks up from behind the stack of PADDs that were hiding her and waves the ACO over:: ACO: Over here, Commander.  Please have a seat while I try and clear a path through all of this.
OPS_Sanford says:
::Waits in the turbolift.::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@::Comes to attention in front of the desk.:; Adm: Cmdr Anita Santiago reporting as ordered Ma'am. ::takes a seat where indicated.:; Thank you Ma'am.
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
ACTION: The Jeffries tubes' hatches shut tight before and after the FCO, trapping him in the tube.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::enters Engineering and checks on the cause of the turbolift failure::
CMO_Balena says:
@::pulls out a seat in a Bajoran restaurant::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@::Sits back in her seat and crosses her legs. She looks over the room.::
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@ACO: ::clears a hole so that she can see the ACO:: I wanted to introduce myself to you.  I'll be your new 'boss' so to speak. ::chuckles:: They finally decided that I had terrorized cadets long enough at the academy and sent me out here to terrorize you. ::smiles::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::reaches deck one, tries to open the hatch::  Self: What the...
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@<Waiter> CMO: Can I help you, sir?
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@::Chuckles:: ACO: I don’t terrorize easily Ma'am. I belong to a Klingon House. But if you want to terrorize go right ahead. Just hope you can handle a pacifist though. I don't kill. ::smiles with a twinkle in her eye.:: I find other ways to get my point across Ma'am.
CMO_Balena says:
@::looks at the waiter:: Waiter: Yes how is your Hasperat?
FCO_Hawkes says:
::taps comm badge::  *Engineering*:  Hawkes to engineering.  You guys playing around with the Jefferies Tube hatch controls?
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@ACO: A pacifist raised in a Klingon household....now that would make an interesting story some time.  But for now I had better earn my pay.
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@ACO: I wanted to tell you that the Pharaoh will be relocating to Starbase G-6.
FCO_Hawkes says:
::tries to pry the hatch open::
OPS_Sanford says:
::Sits down in the turbolift, waiting for it to resume to the Bridge.::
CEO_Rydyll says:
*FCO*: Negative Commander.  Let me guess, you are stuck?
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@<Waiter> CMO: Not bad, sir.  Although I wouldn't try the sauce...the chef is not very good at it yet.
FCO_Hawkes says:
*CEO*:  Appears so.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::waits for the internal scans of the turbolift::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@Adm: Actually Ma'am...I joined the household after a cultural exchange. ::pauses a moment:: Relocating Ma'am? No skin off my nose but some of the crew may take exception but they are officers and will accept it. ::pauses again.:: Ma'am, what about Capt Sacul?
FCO_Hawkes says:
::wipes sweat from brow::
CMO_Balena says:
@::smiles at the waiter:: Waiter: Okay I'll try the Hasperat and some Jumja tea
CEO_Rydyll says:
*FCO*: Turbolift is down too...::gets the results:: Try going back down where you came from.  I'll check on the tubes as soon as I can.
FCO_Hawkes says:
::nods::  *CEO*:  All-right.  ::turns about, starts for the opposite hatch::
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@ACO: I'm sure that your doctor can handle the captain's recovery enroute.
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@<waiter> CMO: A very good choice sir.  I will be right back.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::turns around and yells so her voice echoes through engineering:: Engineering: WHAT MONKEY turned off the POWER to the TURBOLIFTS?!?!?!
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@Adm: I have no doubts Ma'am. If you read my file you also know that I'm a doctor. Surgeon... She has been in a coma too long.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::checks the Jeffries tube and finds that the hatch covers have been sealed::
CMO_Balena says:
@::nods at the waiter and seat back in the chair::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::makes it to the opposite hatch, finds it also locked down tight::
CEO_Rydyll says:
EO_Jo: JO, Get your butt over here now! ::shakes her head at the shocked faces and shaking heads of her engineers::
CEO_Rydyll says:
<EO_Jo> ::scrambles across the room::
CEO_Rydyll says:
EO_Jo: Stop the Starbase workers and check everything they've done.  Kick their sorry behinds off the ship if you have to.
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@::sighs:: ACO: I know....and I am very concerned for her.  But I have found, in my years of experience, that a captain always does better when kept with their ship.  Otherwise they fret and often take a turn for the worse.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::turns back and reactivates the tube hatches::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::sighs::  *CEO*:  Ahh...  Lieutenant Rydyll?
CEO_Rydyll says:
::starts tracing to see where the lift was shut down::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::jerks on the hatch::
CEO_Rydyll says:
*FCO*: I just reactivated the tube hatches.  They should have power in a moment.  Some idiot, most likely from the Starbase, sealed everything.
OPS_Sanford says:
::Wonders what is taking engineering so long to get the turbolift fixed.::
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
ACTION: The hatch, newly released by the CEO, snaps open throwing the FCO back into the tube.
FCO_Hawkes says:
*CEO*:  Thank youuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu!
FCO_Hawkes says:
::lands hard on the deck plates::  Self:  Ahhhh!  Nice.
CEO_Rydyll says:
*FCO*: Just buy me a drink later.  I may need it after I finish fixing what these monkeys have busted.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@Adm: I agree with that.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@Adm: May I ask how long we are going to be docked here at SB 321?
CEO_Rydyll says:
*OPS*: I'm working on that lift.  Somebody shut down power.  I'm tracing it now.  We should have you out of there soon.
FCO_Hawkes says:
*CEO*:  Drink?  Sure.
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@<waiter> ::brings the CMO's food> CMO: Here you are, sir. :;starts to place it on the table, tipping the drink dangerously to the side::
OPS_Sanford says:
*CEO*:  Thank you Lieutenant.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::grunts as the computer traces where the lift was shut down and checks on the possibility of rerouting power::
CEO_Rydyll says:
<EO_Jo> ::sends all the Starbase engineers on a break and starts checking their most recent work::
CMO_Balena says:
@::quickly grabs the cup and pushes it away from the edge of the table:: Waiter: Thank you it look delicious
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@ACO: I see that the repairs to the ship will be completed soon.   The station engineers estimate another 38 hours.  We'll be leaving in 48 hours.  So make certain that the ship is completely restocked.  If you have any troubles then please don't hesitate to call on me.  I do have some clout still. ::smiles::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::lumbers out of the Jefferies Tube on deck one, and walks to quarters::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@::catches onto one word:: Adm: We Ma'am? Will you be joining us?
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@<waiter> ::stands smiling with his hand out as if waiting for something from the CMO::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::enters quarters and walks into the head, while disrobing::  Computer:  Computer, activate sonic shower.
CEO_Rydyll says:
Self: Stupid little....::grunts and continues her work::
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@ACO: Yes, Commander.  I'll need a ride to our new home also.  But don't worry.  I don't take up too much room.
CMO_Balena says:
@::pulls out some latinum and hands it over to the waiter::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::gets into sonic shower, closes eyes with a sigh::
OPS_Sanford says:
::Begins to meditate in the turbolift.::
CEO_Rydyll says:
::gets the power results:: Self: Power tests...power tests...he was running power tests on a turbolift in use? ::reactivates the lift::
CEO_Rydyll says:
::tracks to see who was logged into the console where the lift was shut down::
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@<waiter> ::beams and quickly pockets the latinum:: CMO: thanks you sir...and if there is anything else...please give me a shout.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@::laughs out loud:: Adm: That is a good thing because there is not much room. I think I got a broom closet that is not being use. ::Grins:: I'll have Cmdr Sanford set something up for you. Will you be travelling alone or will your family be joining us also?
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
ACTION: The sonic shower in the FCO's room starts to play a tune.
CEO_Rydyll says:
*OPS*: You should have power in just a second.
OPS_Sanford says:
::Stands up from the ground and straightens his uniform.::  *CEO*  Acknowledged.
FCO_Hawkes says:
::looks up at the sonic emitters::  Self:  Now what?...  Just don't start any show tunes::
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@ACO: ::shakes her head:: No, just myself.  My family is already scattered all over the galaxy on different ships and stations. Oh...I do have an old tomcat.  He's an old friend of mine and we have been together for many years.  But he doesn't take up much room either.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::finds the Engineer's name:: *Engineer Joran*: Joran, this is Lieutenant Rydyll.  The next time you run a test, you first clear it with me and second make sure nobody on this ship will be affected by it.  You trapped a Commander in a turbolift with your little power test.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@Adm: Oh good. We have some voles to get rid of. Maybe the old tomcat can take care of that. ::Grins::
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
ACTION: The FCO's shower starts to play the soundtrack from Yentyl.
CEO_Rydyll says:
<Engineer Joran> *CEO*: You weren't in Engineering when it was time to run the test, Ma'am.
CEO_Rydyll says:
*Engineer Joran*: And you don't know how to use a combadge?  Or speak to my second down here?
FCO_Hawkes says:
::shakes head::  Self:  No no no!  Computer, deactivate sonic shower.  ::steps out of the shower::
CMO_Balena says:
@::puts his napkin in his lap::
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@::chuckles:: ACO: Oh....he would love that.  I'm sure we can convince him to do a little hunting. ::stands up and holds out her hand for the ACO to shake:: It will be a pleasure working with you, Commander.  Please have everything ready to leave in 48 hours.
CEO_Rydyll says:
<Engineer Joran> *CEO*: I did check with Ensign Jo.  He said the tests were fine.
CMO_Balena says:
::cuts the hasperat and takes a bite:: Self: Mmmm that’s good hasperat
Host Admiral_Dawson says:
@<waiter> ::comes dashing out and knocks the fork from the CMO's hand:: CMO: Wait!!  Don't eat that!
FCO_Hawkes says:
::goes to wardrobe and retrieves a new uniform::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@::stands up and shakes the Admiral's hand:: Adm: It will be ready or my crew will be space asteroids up close and personal. ::With a smile.:: I will see you in 48 hours Ma'am. ::Solutes once more and turns and exits the room.::
CEO_Rydyll says:
*Engineer Joran*: And it's his fault for not reminding you that there may be people in that lift.  Is that what you are going to say?
CMO_Balena says:
@::spits out the food in his mouth:: Waiter: What’s wrong?
CEO_Rydyll says:
<Engineer Joran> *CEO*: Ye...err...no ma'am.
Host Beth says:
<Duty_OPS> *OPS*: Um...sir?  There's a strange sound coming from the FCO's quarters.  I can hear it echoing through the hull.
CEO_Rydyll says:
*Engineer Joran*: I want a list of everything you've touched on this ship.  I'm not taking any chances that something else has happened.  You have 10 minutes.  Rydyll out.
OPS_Sanford says:
*Duty_OPS*:  Contact Engineering.. Let them know about it.  In the meantime, cut power to his quarters.
Host Beth says:
@<waiter> ::turning pale:: CMO: Oh sir....I am so sorry.  But I just found out that there were a few bad ingredients in your hasperat.
FCO_Hawkes says:
::finishes getting dressed, while ignoring the wayward sonic shower::
CMO_Balena says:
@::hands the plate back to the waiter:: Waiter: Well good think you stopped me
CEO_Rydyll says:
::runs a check on the internal sensors::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::steps back into the head::  Computer:  Computer!  Deactivate sonic shower!
Host Beth says:
ACTION: The shower keeps on singing Yentyl.
FCO_Hawkes says:
::rubs temples::  Self:  What ever did I do?
Host Beth says:
<Duty_OPS>*OPS*: Sir....I tried but the noise is still there.  It sounds like...show tunes.
CMO_Balena says:
@Waiter: Is the Veklava safe?
OPS_Sanford says:
::Sighs.::  *CEO*:  Engineering, what is the status of the turbolift?
Host Beth says:
@<waiter> ::wringing his hands:: CMO: I don't know, sir.  Oh I just don't know.....and here you gave me such a nice tip.  Oh dear, oh dear...what should I do?
FCO_Hawkes says:
::steps over to the shower's service access panel and pulls it open, looks over the works::  Self:  All-right, now where is the power feed to this blasted thing.
CEO_Rydyll says:
*OPS*: The lift was reactivated several minutes ago.  Try ordering it to the deck you want.  Power had been shut down so your orders to it were erased.
CMO_Balena says:
@waiter: If the Veklava is good I'll have that if not I'll just enjoy my tea. One last think thank you

OPS_Sanford says:
*CEO*:  Thank you.  Also, there seems to be a problem in Commander Hawkes' quarters.  Computer:  Bridge.
FCO_Hawkes says:
::pulls out an isolinear chip, to get at a piece of optical cable::  Self:  This has to be it.
CEO_Rydyll says:
*OPS*: Hawkes need to contact me.  I'm checking all systems now.  It's difficult to prioritize if I don't know there's a problem and haven't found it on the computer yet.
Host Beth says:
@<waiter> ::beams once again:: CMO: Sir...you are a prince among princes.  A gallant and courteous patron.  For you, I shall personally ensure that the Veklava is not only good, but brilliant!
CEO_Rydyll says:
::starts checking deck by deck::
OPS_Sanford says:
*CEO*  I'm just letting you know..  It seems to be bothering the Bridge Crew.  ::Waits for the turbolift doors to open and once they do he walks onto the Bridge.::  Self:  Finally.
Host Beth says:
ACTION: The lighting in the FCO's bathroom starts to flicker to the beat.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@::heads back to the docking ring. Taps her combadge.:; *OPS*: Cmdr, it looks like we are going to have a guest Please prepare quarters for Admiral Dawson. She will be travelling with us to our new home.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@*CEO*: Lt, status on the repairs?
CEO_Rydyll says:
Self: Then let the bridge crew handle it...::grumbles:: *OPS*: Understood.
OPS_Sanford says:
*ACO*:  Commander, this is honestly not the best time... we are having ship-wide problems.
CMO_Balena says:
Waiter: Thank you your so kind
FCO_Hawkes says:
::looks up at the lights::  Self:  That wasn't it.  ::reinserts the cable, and chip::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@::Nods at the same security officer as she enters the ship.::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@*OPS*: Its not a request Cmdr. Admiral Dawson will be joining us in 48 hours. ::Sighs:: What problems are we having?
Host Beth says:
ACTION: The lights stop flickering but the tunes turn to South Pacific.
CEO_Rydyll says:
*ACO*: Repairs the Pharaoh crew are handling are coming along fine. ::finds more problems on deck 2 and 3::  Repairs made by Starbase Engineer Joran; however, need to be redone.  He's ruined everything he's touched.
CEO_Rydyll says:
<Engineer Joran> ::walks up with a PADD::  CEO: You wanted a list.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@*CEO*: Ruined, what do you mean ruined? ::Takes a detour and heads for engineering.:: I'm on my way to engineering.
FCO_Hawkes says:
::while looking for other cables to pull::  Self:  Well, that's a little better anyway.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::takes the PADD:: Engineer Joran: Just wait here.
OPS_Sanford says:
@*ACO*:  I was stuck in the turbolift for nearly an hour.. And there seems to be a problem in Commander Hawkes' quarters.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@*OPS*: I'm on my way to Engineering. Please meet me there. We have to be ready to go in 48hrs come hell or high water. Unless you want to be playing asteroids up close and personal.
Host Beth says:
<Duty_OPS> ::humming along with the tunes:: OPS: Oh, I'm glad you are here, sir.  It seems that there is music coming from the FCO's shower.   Quite catchy really....but it is reverberating through the hull and interfering with our communications.
CEO_Rydyll says:
*ACO*: He shut down power to the turbolift without making certain they were empty.  He sealed the Jeffries tube hatches trapping Commander Hawkes.  Now, I'm finding that he worked on the replicators in the mess hall so they are now making everything at 37 degrees Celsius.
CEO_Rydyll says:
*ACO*: And he's rewired the computer so when a sonic shower comes on it starts playing Terran music from the database!
FCO_Hawkes says:
::turns about and returns to wardrobe, pulls out a phaser and returns to the head::  Self:  This will fix it.  ::fires into the service panel::
OPS_Sanford says:
::Raises his eyebrow.::  *ACO*:  Acknowledged.  ::Sighs at the Ops Officer on Duty.::  Duty_OPS:  That's not what I want to hear.  Notify the Starbase of our difficulties and erect a dampening field around the Commander's quarters.
CEO_Rydyll says:
<Engineer Joran> CEO: I'm doing my best.  I've never been on a New Orleans class before now.  Maybe you should have better specs for it in your computer.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@::walks through the doors and enters engineering.:: CEO: 37 degrees Celsius would make getting a cold glass of water impossible. So who is this Engineer Joran?
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@Joran: Since you are on a defiant class maybe you should change your specs... :looks at both Joran and Rydyll::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@::stands with her arms crossed.::
CEO_Rydyll says:
Engineer Joran: New...::grunts:: New Orleans class???  This is a Defiant class you idiot!
CEO_Rydyll says:
ACO: He's from the Starbase and obviously can't tell one class of ship from another.  ::checks the console and finds that Joran had downloaded a copy of the New Orleans specs to a PADD when he first came on board.::
Host Beth says:
<Duty_OPS> ::does what the OPS asked and then pouts a little:: Self: Too bad...I really liked that show.
CEO_Rydyll says:
Computer: Deactivate all sonic showers immediately.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@CEO: Well I can see why he is an engineer. ::Sighs:: We have to be ready to go in 48 hours... how feasible is that?
OPS_Sanford says:
Duty_OPS:  We may be on shore leave but these malfunctions aren't anything to laugh at.
CEO_Rydyll says:
*OPS*: Please notify the ships that the sonic showers are down for at least an hour.  We'll repair them soon.
CEO_Rydyll says:
ACO: If I can get him off the ship and have him replaced with somebody who actually has a brain, Ma'am.  I think it's very feasible.
CMO_Balena says:
@::looks around at a few people staring at them and nods at them::
OPS_Sanford says:
*CEO*:  Acknowledged.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
@CEO: Do it. We got the new boss coming on board and I don't think she wants to do show tunes while having a shower.
CEO_Rydyll says:
ACO: We should be done with a few hours to spare.  Right now...::checks the console and updates the repair schedule:: It'll take us about 38 hours to finish everything.
CEO_Rydyll says:
ACO: Believe me, Commander, I don't like show tunes either.  They are too...::wrinkles her nose:: friendly.
Host Beth says:
ACTION: The power is shut down to the sonic showers but the FCO's phaser creates a small fire, calling down the fire suppression onto his quarters...filling them with foam.
Host Beth says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

